Selection Scenario:
You are looking for three replacement gilts for your small commercial sow operation. The top 15-20% of pigs is sold as show pigs to local youth exhibitors. The remainder is sold privately for freezer pork. Emphasis is placed on fast growing, lean hogs.

From the five gilts presented, place a “P” in the last column beside each of the three you would like to purchase for your herd. Place “NS” (no sale) beside the two gilts that you would not purchase.

Questions
1. Which gilts are probably littermates?

2. Where is backfat measured on pigs?

3. Name two traits that are important in breeding gilts but cannot be evaluated in this scenario.

4. When looking at pigs, where do you look for signs of wastiness?

5. What are four places to look for degree of muscling in pigs?